
03/26/2021 
 
Dear Parents of Silver Door,  
 
Reminder that if your child is attending during spring break, Friday, April 2nd is Good Friday, the 
school will be closed.  
 
In Language Arts and Reading, we worked on base word and the endings -es and -ies. Some 
words are: boxes, dishes, flies, and candies. Our class story this week was, "The New Friend". 
This story was about a group of boys who live in a neighborhood where one of the houses has 
been empty for a long time. The next thing they know they see painters and movers fixing the 
house. The next day they go over and meet their new neighbor, Makoto, and his family. They 
spend time with him and realize that they made a new friend. We also went over vocabulary 
words from the story such as empty, birthday, seventh, and soccer.  The students also learned 
how to use the prefixes re- and un-.  we use re- to mean again and we use un- to mean not. We 
also reviewed how to write a complete sentence. The students learned that a complete 
sentence must have a naming part and an action part. Parents since next week is Spring Break, 
we will continue book reports when we come back from our break.  
 
In Math, we finished Chapter 10. The students learned how to combine two dimensional shapes 
to make a new one, how to combine three dimensional shapes to make a new one, and how to 
take apart three dimensional shapes. The students did their test and everyone did a good job!! 
They really enjoyed this chapter. After Spring Break, we will move onto Chapter 11. 
 
In Science, we finished our topic on Properties of Matter.  The students read in their science 
books that a property is how something looks, feels, smells, tastes, or sounds. The also learned 
that we can now sort our matter by their temperature and if they sink or float. We tested out 
which objects could sink such as our erasers and a rock. When we come back from our break 
we will start a new topic.  
 
"A true hero isn’t measured by the size of his strength, but by the strength of his heart.” — 
Hercules (Hercules) 
 
Have a wonderful Spring Break! 
 
Ms. Sammy 


